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Structure Prediction for PbS and ZnO at Different Pressures
and Visualization of the Energy Landscapes
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An important issue in modern solid state chemistry is the development of a general methodology to predict
the possible (meta)-stable modifications of a solid. This requires the global exploration of the energy landscape
of the chemical system, since each stable phase corresponds to a locally ergodic region of the landscape. The
global search in the lead sulfide system has been performed with simulated annealing on the ab initio level,
while zinc oxide was studied with an empirical potential using simulated annealing, both at standard and
elevated pressure (up to 100 GPa). The local optimization of the modifications found in the PbS system was
performed using various density functionals. Next, the energy E(V ) and enthalpy H(p) as function of volume
and pressure, respectively, were computed for these modifications and their electronic structure was analyzed.
The structures found for ZnO were locally optimized on ab initio level (DFT and Hartree-Fock). In both systems
the structures found were in good agreement with the experiment. Furthermore, we employed the threshold
algorithm to explore the barrier structure of the landscape of ZnO as function of the number of formula units in the
simulation cell. Based on the barrier and minima information 2-D models of the energy landscape were constructed.

PACS: 61.50Ah, 61.66Fn, 61.50Ks, 71.50Nc

1. Introduction

The search for new crystalline compounds is a central
topic of solid state chemistry. Scientists have successfully
synthesized many new materials and studied their prop-
erties, but the purely experimental approach is no longer
the only route to discover new compounds. The theoret-
ical prediction of new compounds and new (meta)-stable
modifications of already existing solids followed by their
synthesis is fast becoming an alternative [1–10].

Conceptually, this requires a global exploration of
the energy landscape of the chemical system of inter-
est [1, 4, 11], since each stable phase corresponds to
a locally ergodic region of the landscape. While for
many ionic systems, such as TiO2 [12], MgSiO3 [13],
halides [14], and sulfides of the alkali metals [15], or the
earth alkaline halides [16] and oxides [17, 18], the most
important modifications can be identified using an em-
pirical potential energy landscape, this is no longer true
for systems with covalent bonds, complex ions, or non-
bonding electron pairs. For such systems, the energy
calculation during the global optimization must be per-
formed on the ab initio level [9, 19–23]. As an example,
we have studied PbS, where steric electron pairs may play
a role.

In order to gain a deeper insight into the structural
relations of a chemical system and the kinetic stability of
the meta-stable compounds, it is becoming increasingly
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important to develop new methods for analyzing and rep-
resenting the barrier structure of energy landscapes. One
of the main problems lies in the visualization of a high-
dimensional space, and in the complexity of the land-
scape. Thus, finding low-dimensional representations of
the energy landscape, which can help to analyze specific
landscape features, would be a significant step. In the
second part of this study, we analyze the energy land-
scape of ZnO at the empirical potential level, and present
several ways to depict static and dynamic features of the
landscape.

2. Methods

Our general approach to the determination of structure
candidates has been given in detail elsewhere [1, 8, 9],
here we will just outline the main steps of the method and
provide information specific to this investigation. The
(meta)stable phases capable of existence correspond to
locally ergodic regions on the enthalpy landscape of the
chemical system of interest. At low temperatures, these
regions are basins around local minima of the potential
energy, while at elevated temperatures locally ergodic re-
gions can encompass many (often structurally related)
local minima [5]. These minima are identified using sim-
ulated annealing (SA) [24], usually with up to 4 formula
units/simulation cell, where both atom positions and cell
parameters can be freely varied without any symmetry
constraints. Energy barriers are determined using the
threshold algorithm (TA) [25], where the landscape ac-
cessible from a local minimum below a sequence of energy
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barriers (thresholds) is systematically explored for all im-
portant local minima. In particular, we can measure the
transition probability among the minima as a function of
the threshold value (c.f. Fig. 6).

During the global optimization, the energy calcula-
tion is performed at the ab-initio level or using empir-
ical potentials. In order to be able to rank the vari-
ous modifications found, all structures are refined using
both Hartree-Fock and DFT-based ab-initio energy min-
imizations. From the computed E(V ) (energy as fuction
of volume) and H(p) (enthalpy as function of pressure)
curves, one then derives the transition pressures between
the thermodynamically stable modifications. Since there
is usually a very large number of structure candidates,
this refinement is often automatically performed with a
heuristic algorithm [15].

Furthermore the symmetries and space groups of
the configurations are determined using the algorithms
SFND (Symmetry FiNDer) [26] and RGS (Raum Grup-
pen Suchen = Space group search) [27], and the CMPZ
(CoMPare Zelle = Compare cells) algorithm is used to
eliminate duplicate structures [28]. We note that these
symmetries allow us to propose possible transformation
paths among different modifications, just as the prin-
cipal coordinates hint at paths for transitions in large
molecules. But one should be aware that with the excep-
tion of second order phase transitions one cannot expect
that the simple “straightforward” path one would con-
struct based on symmetry considerations, corresponds to
the actual route on the landscape taken during the phase
transformation.

In addition to the TA runs, we also perform prescribed
path (PP) studies when analyzing structures and the bar-
riers of the landscape. This algorithm is related to the
nudged elastic band (NEB) method [29], and is employed
for finding saddle regions and minimum energy paths be-
tween various locally ergodic regions. The method works
by optimizing the atom arrangement at a number of in-
termediate steps along a “reaction path” (c.f. Fig. 1). At
each step one finds the lowest energy configuration while
maintaining the value of the “reaction coordinate”.

Like the NEB method, the PP algorithm allows a de-
fined number of steps along a well-defined route or within
a well-defined set (e.g. varying atom positions and / or
cell parameters) of possible downhill moves (e.g. gradient
descent or stochastic quench). The prescribed path al-
gorithm allows us additionally to perform a Monte Carlo
simulation at a given temperature for each local run or-
thogonal to the path defined, before the local minimiza-
tion takes place. This allows us to cross small barriers
in the direction orthogonal to the “reaction coordinate”.
Note that in contrast to the classical NEB-method, the
relaxation during the PP-runs can yield several nearby
relaxed paths, competing with each other. Thus the
“transition route” associated with one given prescribed
path can consist of a bundle of similar but different indi-
vidual transition paths.

Fig. 1. Schematic PP algorithm based model: 2 min-
ima are connected in a high dimensional space via a
prescribed path, but starting from this path they can
find different routes to relax to.

3. Examples

As an example system for ab initio global exploration,
we have chosen lead sulfide (see 3.1), and for a global
search with an empirical potential we have chosen zinc
oxide (see 3.2), respectively.

3.1. Lead sulfide (PbS)

Lead sulfide is used as a detection material in vari-
ous infra-red sensors (photon detectors) [30]. However,
the high dielectric constant of PbS leads to relatively
slow detectors, compared to silicon, germanium, InSb, or
HgCdTe. Clearly, identifying (and eventually synthesiz-
ing) a new PbS-modification with improved properties
would be very useful.

Under standard conditions, the experimentally known
modification of lead sulfide crystallizes in the NaCl struc-
ture type (B1) [31]. PbS undergoes a pressure-induced
phase transition from the NaCl (B1) type to an inter-
mediate orthorhombic phase (suggested to belong to the
B16 or B33 structure types at 2.2 GPa [32–34]. A further
pressure-induced phase transition from the orthorhombic
phase to the CsCl type (B2) phase takes place at 21.5
GPa [32]. However, the experimental data do not fully
clarify the properties of the intermediate orthorhombic
phase.

We performed a structure prediction study for bulk
PbS at different pressures (0–24 GPa) using ab initio en-
ergy calculations during both the global search and the
local optimization. According to our calculations we find
a transition from the NaCl type to the thallium iodide
(B33) type at 4.5 GPa, which is in agreement with what
is found in the experiment [32, 33]. Also, we discovered
a new competitive orthorhombic phase, showing the iron
boride (B27) type, which appears at a slightly higher
pressure than the TlI type. This may help to clarify
the experimental data, where an up-to-now unidentified
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orthorhombic phase has been claimed to exist at inter-
mediary pressures [35]. Furthermore the TlI (FeB) to
CsCl transition was observed at 25 GPa, and again this
is in agreement with experiment. We have found new
structure candidates which have not yet been discussed
theoretically or experimentally, in particular two addi-
tional modifications exhibiting the GeTe-structure type
(c.f. Fig. 2) and the wurtzite type, respectively, which
might be stable at slightly negative pressures. Addi-
tional promising meta-stable phases found exhibited the
tungsten carbide (WC) type and nickel arsenide (NiAs)
type of structure at ambient conditions, and at elevated
pressures some unknown structure types labeled PbS I-
III [36]. Furthermore, we have investigated the charge
densities and electronic band structures of the most rel-
evant compounds, which appeared to be in good agree-
ment with experimental information.

Fig. 2. Visualisation of structure types found in PbS
system: a) TlI-type; b) FeB-type; c) GeTe-type (Small
light spheres and large dark spheres correspond to S and
Pb atoms, respectively).

3.2. Zinc oxide (ZnO)

In materials science, ZnO is known as a II–VI semi-
conductor with several favorable properties: good trans-
parency, high electron mobility, wide bandgap, strong
room-temperature luminescence, etc. Due to these prop-
erties, ZnO is already used in emerging applications for
transparent electrodes in liquid crystal displays and in
energy-saving or heat-protecting windows. ZnO powder
is widely used as an additive to numerous materials and
products including plastics, ceramics, glass, cement, rub-

ber, oil lubricants, paints, adhesives, sealants, pigments,
foods (source of Zn nutrient), batteries, etc [37].

Bulk zinc oxide is known to crystallize in three struc-
ture types: hexagonal wurtzite, cubic sphalerite (ZnS)
and cubic rocksalt (NaCl) [38, 39]. The wurtzite struc-
ture is the most stable one at ambient conditions and
thus most common. The sphalerite modification can be
stabilized by growing ZnO on substrates with cubic lat-
tice structure, while the rocksalt (NaCl) structure is only
observed at relatively high pressures above 10 GPa [40].

Since there are only three confirmed experimentally
observed forms of ZnO, finding new polymorphs and un-
derstanding transitions among them would be very im-
portant. Thus, when exploring the energy landscape of
ZnO, we determine new modifications, investigate the re-
lations between them, and study the influence of pressure
and temperature in the system.

We globally explored the zinc oxide system with an
empirical potential (Coulomb + Lennard-Jones poten-
tial) using simulated annealing, both at standard and el-
evated pressure (up to 100 GPa). The local optimization
was performed using Hartree-Fock and various density
functionals (LDA and B3LYP). After the global and local
optimizations were finished, a full analysis of the energy
landscape of the system was performed with the thresh-
old algorithm for different numbers of formula units per
simulation cell. A particular focus of this study was
the investigation of the barrier structure in more detail,
e.g. taking into account the fact that an infinite periodic
structure can be represented by many different finite unit
cells, each corresponding to a different local minimum on
the energy landscape being explored.

Fig. 3. Visualization of structure types found in ZnO
system: a) wurtzite-type; b) sphalerite-type; c) 5-5 type
(Zn− and O− ions are coordinated by trigonal bipyra-
mids of O− and Zn− ions, respectively). Small light
spheres and large dark spheres correspond to O and Zn
atoms, respectively).
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Our calculations confirm that the experimentally ob-
served polymorphs of zinc oxide are the energetically low-
est and thermodynamically most stable ones. We have
found some new hypothetical modifications in the ZnO
system, exhibiting the nickel-arsenide (NiAs) type and
the β-BeO-type. One further interesting structure can-
didate, which we found as a metastable phase along the
route of the wurtzite-NaCl transition is the so called “5-
5”type [41] (c.f. Fig. 3), the existence of which has been
postulated in some recent experiments [42, 43].

Regarding the barrier structure of the energy land-
scape, wurtzite and sphalerite appear to exhibit the
largest barriers and thus the highest kinetic stability. We
note that there exist noticeable energy barriers between
different representations of a given periodic structure.
These barriers would be especially relevant, and might
pose serious problems, for the interpretation of molecu-
lar dynamics based explorations of the landscape; when
using Monte Carlo methods, these barriers can (in prin-
ciple) be eliminated by performing large moves in cell
parameter space.

4. Visualization techniques in energy landscapes
representation

When using energy landscapes to understand the be-
havior of chemical systems, one faces the formidable
problem that the landscapes are high-dimensional and
possess very complicated barrier structures. Finding low-
dimensional representations of the energy landscape and
analyzing its features would give us new insights about
the specific system. For a small molecule, or molecules
consisting of a few essentially rigid building blocks, one
can employ low-dimensional projections of the landscape
to highlight important features of e.g. the transition
path during a conformational change or a chemical re-
action [44]. For larger molecules, finding reduced coor-
dinates has led to the application of the so-called princi-
pal coordinate analysis (PCA) to the configurations that
represent local minima [45]. For solids, this approach
appears to be most suited for amorphous or glassy com-
pounds, where large classes of similar dynamically rele-
vant minima exist.

In order to represent our results in solid state chem-
istry problems, we must reduce the high dimensionality of
the energy landscape (EL). Several closely related graph
based methods are already known from the literature,
tree graph, disconnectivity graph, lumped graph or 1d-
projection [11, 25, 46, 47]. All of these methods yield
a 1-dimensional picture of the EL and are based on the
same basic idea (start from one local minimum, select an
energy lid, observe allowed transitions between minima,
and then repeat with a higher lid, till all the minima on
the landscape are connected). Recent variations taking
some additional information into account are e.g. the
alternative disconnectivity graph [48] or topology net-
works [49].

Since these one-dimensional representations of the EL
are well known types of visualization, we present instead

new 2-D models of the ZnO landscsape. In Fig. 4 we
focus on a subregion containing only two minima of the
landscape. In both cases, the x-coordinate corresponds
to the volume per 2 formula units of ZnO. In Fig. 4a
the y-coordinate is the cell parameter a, and in Fig 4b,
y corresponds to the average distance value (R). R is
calculated as the mean of all distances within the first
neighbor sphere of the atoms in the configurations repre-
sented in the model. Based on the data points calculated
with the PP-algorithm (c.f. Fig. 5.), the projected land-
scape between these points has been interpolated using
a special topological MatLab tool (biharmonic spline in-
terpolation) [50].

Fig. 4. Models of the energy landscape of ZnO based
on PP-algorithm runs, using sphalerite/wurtzite as ini-
tial/final configurations with 2 formula unit/simulation
cell. x-coordinate = volume, y-coordinate = a-
parameter of the crystallographic cell (a)) or aver-
age atom-atom nearest neighbor distances (b)), z-
coordinate = energy.

Another important aspect of the landscape are the
probability flows between the minima which directly re-
flect the relaxation and transformation dynamics. While
the actual flows will depend on the temperature, of
course, important information is already contained in the
observed transition probabilities as function of energy
lid during the threshold runs. These probabilities can
be represented in a transition map [51], where the ma-
jor basins of the energy landscape are depicted, together
with connections showing the amount of probability flow
as function of energy range. We show here one of the
TA probability graphs for the flow emanating from the
sphalerite minimum (denoted ZnS) as function of energy
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Fig. 5. Model using all relevant local minima as ini-
tial/final configuration (sphalerite, wurtzite, 5-5, NaCl,
NiAs and BeO type). Points correspond to the re-
stricted minima (for given V and a) found on the EL
with PP-algorithm.

lid (c.f. Fig. 6.). By combining the graphs for all start-
ing minima with local densities of states measured by
the threshold algorithm, one can (in principle) construct
a temperature dependent probability Markov matrix de-
scribing the relaxation dynamics on the landscape.

Fig. 6. TA probability graph in ZnO system with 1 for-
mula unit/simulation cell (sphalerite is chosen as start-
ing point). We observe low probability of sphalerite
transforming into NaCl at the low energy lids, but with
an increase of energy, the probability increases.

5. Conclusion

We performed a structure prediction study for bulk
PbS at different pressures using ab initio energy calcu-
lations during both the global search and the local opti-
mization. Our calculations are in good agreement with
experimental results [32–35], and we predict new mod-
ifications [36]. Furthermore, a global optimization in

the ZnO system was performed with an empirical po-
tential for a number of different pressures, followed by
refinement on ab initio level. Again good agreement
with experimental [40] and theoretical results [52] was
found, including the identification of a new interesting
modification [42, 43]. In addition, threshold and pre-
scribed path runs were performed, in order to generate
2-D-representations of the energy landscape of the ZnO.
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